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Clocking is the major part for the power consumption in the VLSI circuit. We can reduced its power consumption by replacing t
flip-flops. A difficult problem may occurs in the replacement of 
table can store flip-flops and it can be merged in the proposed work. Combination table is build to enumerate possible combinations of 
flip-flops provided by a library. To merge flip
reduced by 19-28%. 
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INTRODUCTION 

By using multi-bit flip-flops several flip-flops can  replaced 
for reducing the power consumption. In less number of clock 
leads to low power consumption. Instead of smaller flipflops 
can be reduced by replacing larger multi-bit flip
Kawagachi and T.sakurai (1997) proposed a techniques based 
on comparison between, Conventional Conditional Data 
Mapping Flip-Flop and Clock Pair shared D Flip
(CPSFF)6. D.Duarte and V.Narayanan, (2002) proposed a 
processor to distribute the clock signal and generate the power 
in circuit to consume the half of the power like 30
operation3. Y.Cheon and A.B Kahng (2005) proposed the total 
net switching power, switching area and net wire length also 
consider the running time2. P.Gronowski and W.J.Bowhill 
(2008) proposed an important issue in modem high
& low power design4. To reduced clock power multi
flops are used. The scaling with multiple supply voltage is an 
effective way to minimize the dynamic power consumption.
Figure 1 shows the block diagrams of 1- a
flops. The total power is reduced by replacing 
flops with two 1-bit flip-flops since the two flip 
the same clock. However, the locations of s
would be changed after this replacement, and 
lengths of nets connecting pins to a flip-
changed. To avoid violating the timing
restriction of wire-length nets connecting pi
flop cannot be longer than specified valu
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ABSTRACT 

Clocking is the major part for the power consumption in the VLSI circuit. We can reduced its power consumption by replacing t
. A difficult problem may occurs in the replacement of flip-flops without timing and placement constraints. A combinat

flops and it can be merged in the proposed work. Combination table is build to enumerate possible combinations of 
flops provided by a library. To merge flip-flops by using a hierarchical way. According to simulation results cl

Multi-Bit Flip-Flop, Replacement, Wire Length. 

flops can  replaced 
for reducing the power consumption. In less number of clock 

of smaller flipflops 
bit flip-flops. H. 

Kawagachi and T.sakurai (1997) proposed a techniques based 
on comparison between, Conventional Conditional Data 

Flop and Clock Pair shared D Flip-Flop 
(2002) proposed a 

processor to distribute the clock signal and generate the power 
in circuit to consume the half of the power like 30-40% in the 

. Y.Cheon and A.B Kahng (2005) proposed the total 
hing area and net wire length also 
. P.Gronowski and W.J.Bowhill 

(2008) proposed an important issue in modem high-frequency 
. To reduced clock power multi-bit flip-

y voltage is an 
effective way to minimize the dynamic power consumption. 

and 2-bit flip-
 the 2 bit flip-

lip flops consume 
some flip-flops 
 thus the wire-
-flop are also 
g constraints, 
ins to a  flip-
ues after this 

process. Besides, to guarantee t
placed within the desired region
the area capacity of the region
after the two 1-bit flip-flops f1 a
bit flip-flop f3, the wire-lengths 
net4 a r e  changed. To avoid t
by the  replacement, the  Manha
net1,net2, net3, and net4 cannot
values. 
 

Figure 1(a) Two 1-bit flip-flops (before merging). (b) 2

(after merging).

Figure 2(b), divide the whole p
bins and each bin has an a
remaining area that additional cells
Suppose the area of f3 is 7 and
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Clocking is the major part for the power consumption in the VLSI circuit. We can reduced its power consumption by replacing the 
without timing and placement constraints. A combination 

flops and it can be merged in the proposed work. Combination table is build to enumerate possible combinations of 
flops by using a hierarchical way. According to simulation results clock power is 

that a new flip- flop can be 
n, we also need to consider 

n. As shown in Figure 2(a), 
and f2 are replaced by the 2-
 of nets net1, net2, net3, and 
the timing  violation caused  
attan  distance  of  new  net’s  
t be longer than the specified 

 
flops (before merging). (b) 2-bit flip-flop  

(after merging). 

placement region into several 
area capacity denoting the 
lls can be placed within it. 

d f3 is assigned to be placed 
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in the same bin as f1, f3 cannot be placed in 
the remaining area of the bin is smaller tha
f 3 . In addition to the considerations men
above, we also need to check whether the
provides the type of the new flip-flop. For 
availability of a 3-bit flip-flop is checked in th
when we desire to replace 1- and 2-bit flip-fl
flip-flop. 
 

Figure 2(a) Combination of flip-flops possibly increa

length.(b) Combination of flip-flops also changes t

 
Our Algorithm 
Our design flow can be roughly divided into
Please see Figure 3   for our flow. In  the  
have to  identify a legal  placement  region  f
flop fi . First, the feasible placement region 
associated with different pins is found based 
constraints defined on the pins.  Then, the leg
region   of the fl ip-flop   fi     can  be  obta
overlapped  area  of these regions. However, 
regions are  in  the diamond shape,  it  is  
identify  the  overlapped area. Therefore, th
area can be identified more easily if we can 
coordinate  system  of cells to  get rectangular r
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

Figure 3: Flow chart of our algorithm 

 
In the second stage, we would like to build a
table, which defines all possible combinations 

START 

Identify  the mergeable flip-flops

Merge flip-flop 

END 

Built a combinational table
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in that bin since 
an the area of 
ntioned in the 
e cell library 

r example,  the 
he cell library 
lops by a 3-bit 

 
ases the wire 

the density. 

to three stages. 
 beginning, we  
for  each  flip-
 of a flip-flop 
 on the timing 
gal placement   
ained  by  the  

 because these  
 not  easy  to  
he overlapped 
 transform  the  
regions. 

 

a combination 
 of flip-flops in 

order to get a new multi-bit flip-
The flip-flops can be merged 
After the legal placement region
the combination table is built, we 
flops. To speed up our program,
several bins and merge flip-flop
the flip-flops in different bins m
have to combine several bins into
step until no flip-flop can be mer
Build a Combination Table 

To create a combination table, consider 1
library. Let n1 be 1-bit and n2 be 4
bit are considered as pseudo bits. Now we build a new 
combination n3 by combining teo 1
the figure 2. 

Figure 4: Initialize the library L and the combination table T.

 

Figure 5: Pseudo types are added into L, and the corresponding binary 

tree is also build for each combination in T

 

Similarly we can get a new combination n4 by combining n3 
and n1 as shown in figure 3. All the combinations are shown 
in figure 4. In a binary tree two single bits are used to form a 
2-bit binary tree. 

 
Figure 6: New combination n3 is obtained from combining two n

flops 

Built a combinational table 
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-flop provided by the library. 
 with the help of the table. 
ns of flip-flops are found and 

we can use them to merge flip-
m, we will divide a chip into 
ops in a local bin. However, 
may be merge-able. Thus, we 
to a larger bin and repeat this 
rged anymore. 

a combination table, consider 1-bit and 4-bit in the 
be 4-bit. Remaining 2-bit and 3-

bit are considered as pseudo bits. Now we build a new 
by combining teo 1-bit flip-flops as shown in 

 
4: Initialize the library L and the combination table T. 

 
Figure 5: Pseudo types are added into L, and the corresponding binary 

tree is also build for each combination in T 

Similarly we can get a new combination n4 by combining n3 
ure 3. All the combinations are shown 

in figure 4. In a binary tree two single bits are used to form a 

 

is obtained from combining two n1s 
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Figure 7: Combination Table 

 
Similarly 1-bit and 2-bit are used to form a 3-bit binary tree. 
A 4-bit binary tree can be formed in two different ways; 
either by combining two n3’s or by combining n
height of the binary tree is larger, so we go for the 
combination of two n3’s. By avoiding unused combination 
like n1 and n4, we can speed the execution. 

Figure 8: Last combination table is obtained after deleting the unused 

combination 

 

Merge Flip-Flops 
Here, with help of combination table to combine
reduce the complexity,  the whole placemen
several sub-regions, Then with help of  combin
replace flip-flops in each sub-region. ,after that 
regions are combined into a larger sub-reg
versa, In final stage all flip-flops with pse
deleted in the last stage because they are not pro
supported library. 
Region partition: 

To rise our speed the whole chip is divided in to several sub 
regions. The computation complexity of merging flip
can be reduced ideally by suitable partition. From the above 
mentioned Figure, we divide the region into several sub 
regions, and each sub region contains 6 bins ,[bin is the 
smallest unit of a sub region]. 
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Figure 9: Example of region partition with six bins in one sub

 

Replacement of flip-flops in each sub 

The equation to measure the quality, if 2 flip
replaced by new flip-flop is 
Cost = routing length – α x √available area
Where, routing length indicates total routing length between 
the new flip-flop and connected pins. α indicates weighting 
factor, available area indicates feasible region for placing the 
new flip-flop. In smaller cost we combine with other flip
and more power reduction. Once the flip
in to higher bit type [as the 4-bit combination n
set the α in to 0. After the builted combination we replace the 
flip-flops. Then link the flip-flops with help of combination 
related to their types. Then for each combination nin T and 
serially merge the flip- flops linked below the left child and 
right child of n from leaves to root. From the algorithm 3 we 
can get new flip-flop corresponding to n, Based on its binary 
tree we can find the combinations of left and right child of 
root. Thus the flip-flops in the from
right are linked below the combinations of left and right child. 
Then each flip-flop fbest in lright. That is the flip
merged with f I with the smallest cost in c best .
Finally, we add and remove the flip
combination n, flip-flops with various types are linked below 
n1,n2and n3 in T. If we want to form a flip
two 1-bit flip-flops. Each pair of flip
and check wether it can be combined or not. There are 
many ways to the pair with smallest cost value is used to break 
the tie. In f1 and f2 are closed, its contains the combination 
gains the smallest cost . Then we add new node f3 in the list 
below n4 and delete f1and f2 from their original list. Like wise
f4 and f5 combined to form a new flip
flops in the combinations of I-
generated then start to from II-level trees[n6 and n7]. After 
from the list of n2 and n4 some flip
will merge them to get flip-flops in n6 and n7.If there is no 
any overlap between the couple of flip
the 4-bit flip-flop are not form in n6,so the 2
and f6 are mergeable, we can combined to form 4 bit flip
f10 in n7,finally the procedure get finished when the no coule 
of flip-flops that can be combined 
New flip-flop is obtained to replace those flip
available overlap region of two flip
new flip-flop in the available region, re
performed smoothly and new flip
that makes wire length between the flip
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Figure 9: Example of region partition with six bins in one sub-region. 
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flops. Each pair of flip-flops in n1 are selected 
and check wether it can be combined or not. There are so 
many ways to the pair with smallest cost value is used to break 
the tie. In f1 and f2 are closed, its contains the combination 
gains the smallest cost . Then we add new node f3 in the list 
below n4 and delete f1and f2 from their original list. Like wise 
f4 and f5 combined to form a new flip-flop f6. Later all flip-

-level trees[n4 and n5] was 
level trees[n6 and n7]. After 

from the list of n2 and n4 some flip-flops are exist then we 
flops in n6 and n7.If there is no 

between the couple of flip-flops in n2 and n4 then 
flop are not form in n6,so the 2-bit flip-flops f3 

and f6 are mergeable, we can combined to form 4 bit flip-flop 
ly the procedure get finished when the no coule 

flops that can be combined future. 
flop is obtained to replace those flip-flops from the 

available overlap region of two flip-flop. Once we place the 
flop in the available region, replacement will be 

performed smoothly and new flip-flop is placed in the grid 
that makes wire length between the flip-flop and connected 
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pins smallest. Suppose the capacity constraint of the bin, 
BK,the grid will be violated after the new flip-
on that grid. The bins near BK is used to find a new available 
grid for new flip-flop. Suppose no bins are overlapped with 
the available region of new flip-flop the capacity constraint is 
satisfy after the placement of new flip finally the satisfy after 
the placement of new flip-flop. Finally the program gets 
stopped the replacement of two flip-flops. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIO

Figure 10: Simulation result 

 

Figure 11: Power summary of existing flip-flop

 
 

Figure 12: Power summary of merged flip-flop
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Table 1: Comparison Result

CONCLUSION

This paper has proposed an algorithm for flip
replacement for power reduction in digital integrated circuit 
design. The procedure of flip-flop replacements is depending 
on the combination table, which records the relationships 
among the flip-flop types. The concept of pseudo type is 
introduced to help to enumerate all possible combinations in 
the combination table. By the guidelines of 
the combination table, the impossible combinations of flip
flops will not be considered that decreases execution time. 
Besides power reduction, the objective of minimizing the total 
wirelength also be considered to the cost function. This
algorithm can achieve a balance between power reduction and 
wirelength reduction and the running time is very short.
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